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Editor’s Note
It’s been two years since we released an edition of Ricochet Magazine. In that time life took
over for our editors, forcing our little magazine onto the backburner, though it never
occurred to us that we wouldn’t resurrect it in some form or other. Earlier this year, after
deciding we just couldn’t keep away any longer, we agreed that our comeback should be
something special. And maybe it was our sense of nostalgia that prompted us to pick our
theme – flashback.
Initially, we were concerned a theme would limit our pool of submissions, but instead we
received lovely messages from writers telling us how inspired they were by the idea. We
welcomed work from authors and artists hailing from the US as well as Australia,
expanding the scope of experiences we were able to chronicle within the magazine.
The works in this issue span multiple continents over two hundred and thirty years. Zenobia
Frost’s tragic Cimetière des Innocents explores the infamous Paris cemetery exhumation of
1786, while the protagonist of Ira McGuire’s Millennium considers her marriage on the eve
of Y2K.
The darker moments are transposed with shades of light. Melanie Saward describes her
everlasting love for The Baby-Sitters Club, and Lena Smoot transports us to a world where
superheroes make costly mistakes.
We consider ourselves very lucky to be able to bring you these works, and more, and we
hope you enjoy reading them as much as we did.
Though we aren’t yet in a financial position to pay our contributors (this is very much a
labour of love for us as well), this is also something we would like to be able to do in the
future, by attracting arts funding or through some other venture. Until then, it’s our goal to
offer all submissions detailed editorial advice and to expand our blog with helpful articles
for emerging writers, because literature should be valued, writers should be valued, and if we
didn’t feel strongly about that, we might as well just pack up and go home.
Many thanks for your support and readership.
Emily Tatti
Managing Editor
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#132 – Melanie and the
Baby-Sitters Club
Melanie Saward
My cousin lies on her stomach on the thick shag pile carpet in my musk stick pink room.
The soles of her feet point up at the ceiling and her legs are crossed at the ankles. She props
herself up on her elbows, her fingers following the lines of text on a book with bright white
pages. I’m sitting on my floral bedspread with a nest of soft toys pushed up into the pillows
so I can cross my legs and stare at her.
She is eleven, tall and beautiful, and knows how to joke with adults. She chooses her
own clothes and does her own hair. She irons clothes for her younger brother and sister, helps
her mum in the kitchen and catches a Redline Bus from Hobart all by herself. She stays with
us for two weeks nearly every holidays and doesn’t get homesick.
Mum bought her the apricot-coloured book this morning and she’s been absorbed in
the pages since we arrived home. She was excited when Mum said she could pick something
out at the bookshop and took ages at the spinning display before finally choosing. When we
left the shop, I watched in fascination as she clutched the white paper bag. At home, she tore
it away and started reading.
I’m a good reader too. I’ve been ahead of my class for ages and in my quest to read all
of the chapter books in my classroom, I’ve snatched them out of other kids’ hands and told
them to read something I haven’t read first because they’re too slow. My sister and I have a
playroom cupboard bulging with books, but none of them have ever caused the level of
excitement this particular apricot-covered book has induced in my cousin.
“What’s so great about that book?” I ask. It’s a moment before she answers and I see
her struggling to pull herself from the page.
“It’s a Baby-Sitters Club book,” she says, holding the cover up so I can see. The
apricot cover borders a picture of a girl and a little kid sitting on a bed, looking down at a
book.
“Mallory and the Secret Diary,” I read. “What’s it about? Would I like it?”
It’s a silly question because I like everything she likes. We both know it, but she still
puts the book down for a while to tells me a bit about the story and about the Baby-Sitters
Club — a group of teenage girls who baby-sit for kids in their neighbourhood and have all
kinds of adventures along the way.
Before she goes back to reading, she says: “They might be a bit old for you, though.
Ask your mum.”
A week after my cousin boards the Redline Bus back to Hobart, Mum takes me to
Angus & Robertson in Meadow Mews to buy my first Baby-Sitters Club book.
I stand in front of the same spinning rack of pastel books and try to make my choice.
I don’t understand the idea of starting at the beginning, with number one, so I choose a book
in my favourite colour — pink — with a picture of a girl who has long brown hair and a dog
on the front cover. It’s #11, Kristy and the Snobs.
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While Mum pays, I bounce from foot to foot, excited about getting started. As I clutch
the white paper bag in the car on the way home, neither Mum nor I are aware that we have
just started off an obsession that will have us both searching op shops and markets for rare
titles well after I’ve turned thirty.
I read chapter books before I discovered the Baby-Sitters Club, but when I search my preBSC memory, I can’t see anything clearly — just nameless books with green covers and big
letters.
My memory for the BSC doesn’t just involve a bizarre recollection of the books, the
covers, the characters and even the colours of the covers (#1 = yellow, #2 = pink, #3 = green,
#4 orange). The books also conjure memories of playing ‘Stacey has a diabetic coma’ while
on holidays with my cousin, when we both melodramatically fainted after eating a Mars Bar;
dressing as Claudia in a hideous eighties wool jumper with pompoms for a Book Week
Parade; having sleepovers and singing the TV show theme song at the top of my lungs; and
even, as an adult, racing tween-girls for the BSC books on the tables at the Lifeline Bookfest
every year (because they just won’t get how rare some of the books are).
Bring up The Baby-Sitters Club with a group of women in their twenties and thirties,
and you’ll inevitably be sucked into a conversation about their favourite character, how many
books they had, what spin-off merchandise they had and if they loved or hated the movies.
Everyone has a story about how they discovered the series and everyone who read them can
usually tell you which book they started with (and it’s rarely #1). The conversation might end
with someone humming a few bars of the TV show’s theme song and then you get stuck with
‘say hello to your friends,’ as an earworm for the rest of the day.
Most of us realised early on that there are some fairly ridiculous aspects to the series.
We understood, well before our thirteenth birthdays, that it wasn’t a magic age where girls
were suddenly allowed to baby-sit. We also understood how weird it was that summers and
winters and springs and autumns kept passing, all without the girls having a birthday or
going up a grade. Regular readers were frustrated by the same-same introductions in the
front of every book (‘one very important thing about Jessi and Mallory…’), thought it was
annoying how the format for the covers changed in the mid-nineties, and stopped reading
before Dawn went back to California for good and a new girl called Abby joined the club
(not me!).
The thing is, despite the ridiculousness and no matter how many books we read in the
series, we all got something out of the BSC. They were our friends and we knew them
inside out (because we were introduced to them in the first three chapters of every book).
They were slightly older and slightly more independent, which for me, was an important
insight into how I could be a bit more like my older, cooler cousin. Most of the recent
conversations I’ve had with people about the books cast such a sense of nostalgia over the
group that once we’d exhausted all BSC-related conversations, we moved on to discuss
Sweet Valley High, Point Horror, Goosebumps, The Gymnasts and all manner of other books
that we loved as kids. They’re like an entry point into talking about our childhoods and I
LOVE that about them.
I am an extreme example of a BSC fan. I’ve kept on collecting and am now twenty
or so books away from having every single BSC (131), Super Special (15), Portrait Collection (6), Mystery (36), Super Mystery (4), Special Edition Readers’ Request (3), BSC Friends
Forever (12), BSC Friends Forever Super Special (2) and California Diaries (15) book ever
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published. I’ll probably try for all of the Baby-Sitters Little Sister books (122 plus 6 Super
Specials) when I’m done because honestly, I don’t think I can claim to have a complete set
if I don’t (and don’t anyone bring up the 12 books in the Kids in Mrs Coleman’s Class series
either). I watched the videos, played the games (and made up some of my own) and owned
the dolls.
I’ll readily acknowledge that I’m a bit of a freak, but if you talk to anyone who read
the BSC, no matter how obsessed they were or when they gave up reading, you’ll find they
still have special memories of reading, talking about and buying BSC books. And we all
learned things too. The BSC taught us about good manners, relationships with parents and
siblings, responsibility, fun and friendship. While they weren’t always completely wellrounded, the books tried to be diverse and tackled some fairly tough issues (#56 Keep Out
Claudia, in which the girls encounter a bigoted family, springs to mind). They brought up
serious illnesses and disabilities, not just Stacey’s diabetes, but also mono, autism,
cancer, deafness, dyslexia and Down syndrome. There were characters with divorced parents,
blended families and foster kids. They looked at death, divorce, moving, struggling at school,
making friends, crushes, bullying, jealousy, selfishness, racism, money and religion, and let’s
not forget, that one supremely important lesson — how to hide junk food from your parents.
They’re very didactic, preaching wrong and right in a fairly black and white manner
and tying most problems up in a pretty (probably pastel-coloured) bow by the end. There are
no homosexual characters, the racial balance is definitely out and, to be fair to poor Logan,
so is the gender balance. They are far, far from the perfect books, but I will be happy if my
kids want to read them one day because at the very least, they raise issues and open them for
discussion. They’re also kind of fun.
For all its faults as a series, The Baby-Sitters Club still holds a special place in
millions of womens’ hearts. It has the ability to take people back to their childhoods, to
remember games and fun, friends and friendships and all the best parts of being a kid.
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Millennium
Ira McGuire
I stand knee deep in the ocean. The water is cold and black. I look at the shore, at the India
Tea House lit up like a cheap lantern. The sky is full of stars and I watch my husband on a
grass embankment, crystal glass in hand, talking to his friend. Hundreds of people wait for
fireworks, wait to see what happens at midnight. The only thing that has happened lately is a
shark attack at this beach. I watched the footage on the news. The female reporter said that a
Great White bit off a man’s leg. He bled to death by the time he was dragged to shore. They
showed footage of a Zodiac, with three men, following a slow-moving shark. One of the men
held a gun. They weren’t even sure it was the right shark. Someone who was quoted said the
man died doing something he loved. It was still a horrible death.
Close to midnight, a group of men cause a commotion near the shore. They look like
Norwegian backpackers. They strip their clothes and then wade out. Small waves hit them at
chest height. There’s a pontoon out in the ocean and I watch them swim towards it. The swim
is at least a hundred metres. The Norwegians’ arms rise in awkward strokes, and I think
about sharks.
A countdown starts and as people yell “Happy New Year!” the fireworks erupt. The
Norwegians on the pontoon jump into the water. My husband taps me on the shoulder, then
kisses me. He and I hug his friend in turn. I can feel her large breasts against mine. I wonder
what my husband thinks of her breasts. He leaves his hand resting on the small of her back.
“It’s still working,” my husband says, checking his mobile, like he really believed the
world would stop at midnight. Like planes would fall from the sky. We hadn’t been prepared.
We didn’t even have batteries for the torch.
“Yep, still have to work on Monday,” his friend says. The two of them smile and clink
champagne glasses, and I think it was a stupid idea bringing crystal to the beach.
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Cimetière des Innocents, 1786
Zenobia Frost
A pit of fat
congealed within
the overcrowded
Cimetière.
The dead embraced
and, intertwined,
names and faces
disappeared.
The graveyard shift
is practical.
No lard is sacred:
souls beware.
The inland sea
of France’s dead
(acasserole,
Parisienne)
was carted off
to make pure soap
and Candlesticks
des Innocents.
And thus a lord
may come to scrub
a floor or else
a peasant’s pants.
They melted all
within the vaults
of Innocents’
collective dead,
a tallow tide
of unstitched skin
and mud-digested
human dread:
the end of us
is slow and strange,
forgettable —
and wet.
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Cagney’s Understudy
Julie Demoff-Larson
On the corner of State and State Line, in the cool months of fall, people creep about the town
after the neon glow fades out. They walk the streets with bebop beats hanging on in their
heads long after the night music has ended. Most are homeward bound after a quick nightcap
inside one of the many neighbourhood bars.
A man, not slight in his years, opens a door as he leaves, revealing a row of cracked
leather bar stools. A dishevelled blonde with her hands wrapped around a Sloe Gin Fizz sits
on the last stool. Warped music blares from the old jukebox, chk,chk,chk, what’s the mattawich you boy, then fades out as the door closes behind him. The lights are dimmed and
Frazier’s Tap no longer illuminates the dark street. The man checks his surroundings and
begins the short walk to the main strip. He hits the corner and follows the sidewalk to the
next open door.
Downton is on the east side of the State Line. It’s full of mason buildings, grey and
adorned, the cornerstone of what this town once was. The Presbyterian Church’s steeple
radiates from the streetlights behind the four-storey courthouse, reminiscent of morals and
sin. Its bells ring, interrupting the sleepy business of the night. Gong, gong, gong. The sound
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vibrates before being sucked into the energy on the west side of the line. The west side of the
Line, where twenty years earlier Sinatra and Belafonte played. And thirty years before that,
Capone and his cronies ran speakeasies for the local gents. It was all legit in the eyes of those
with a few dimes in their pocket. But the west side of the Line lost its class long ago. Litterfilled streets now smother that golden era of the past when tuxedo clad men and fox-laden
women walked so smugly down the street. The only things left are the buildings, filled with
remnants of rank cigar smoke and a little nostalgic longing.
Looking down the block on State Street, the man sees the shell of what used to be. The
golden chalices belonging to high rollers long gone, replaced by a rusted Plymouth
displaying three yellow tow stickers on its cracked windshield. To the right, boarded up
buildings and dark doorways. On the left, a row of old style signs glare out the windows,
daring streetwalkers and passing night owls to drop in. He can see John’s Restaurant down
on the next corner. Its light suddenly evaporates into the late night. After that the road leads
to nowhere. Dark and desolate. Only weedy lots covered by tyres, bottles, newspaper, dirty
diapers, trash, used condoms and needles.
There is slow menacing traffic at this time of the morning, hours before the first ray
of sun forecasts the day. Those who are on the streets are either evading trouble or inviting
it. Cars, luxury and rusted out beaters, pass him. Don’t make no difference where they come
from, we all looking for a little something. With his hand clenching inside the pockets of his
soft, worn brown leather jacket he notices the car parked up the street in front of Willie D’s
place.
“Assholes,” he rants to himself. “Leave me? It’s goddamn cold out here. Make me
walk.”
He begins to move a little faster, trying to get there before the door is locked. The
slight cock of his hip is noticeable, like his shoes are too tight. His bum knee, which was
blown out in the war, is swelling from the cold. The knee that sent him home with a fake
medal to honour his major achievement. He made it out of that jungle alive, but now this
jungle is eating at him.
His arms are huddled close to him as he tries to reserve his body’s warmth. Girls
appear out of the abandoned doorways to wave him over. But they will have to wait a bit
longer for their next trick. He walks on by and wishes the town hadn’t bricked up the
neighbourhood go-betweens; the sidewalks between the buildings that once allowed
neighbours to go from building to building, street to street, without anyone seeing. Now tenfeet-high obstacles are in the way to keep out the trash.
Better that the trash is hidden than out in the open.
He looks at the broken blue and red neon sign reading, “W_iskey a Go-.” A car slows
down, almost to a stop right next to him. He slips his hand out of his pocket and reaches
under the back of his jacket. He grips the wood handle of a revolver resting in the waist of
his jeans. It feels unfamiliar to him.
“Hey, that liquor store open, my man?” The passenger’s voice is loud yet barely
coherent.
“Na man,” he says, cool and collected. “That’s a go-go club. Two drink minimum.”
They give a nod and drive off and he relaxes his hand.
The streetlight gleams on the brand new pristine ‘79 Bonneville in front of Willie D’s.
He examines the willow green white top chrome bumper white-walled wonder. For a
moment he considers giving it a good kick, but thinks twice; the bad leg and all.

Untitled
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He notices his reflection in the car window and stares for a minute. He turns the side
view mirror upwards to take a closer look at himself. Brown eyes the shade of horse saddles
hazed over by blood shot. Eyes that are set deep and dark from years of remembering. It’s
in the darkness when turmoil hits, bringing the need for a drink, or more. During sleep, gunshots harbour the ringing in his memory.
He shakes it off. “Aw, fuck it.”
Turning, he looks up and down the two-storey red brick structure in front of him. 		
Tavern on the bottom and his apartment on the top. He steps to the window to see who is still
hanging around. The guys, a few dancers, the bartender and a few old timers. Not bad for
the end of a Saturday night. Most locals come here to drink after a late night shift. Willie D
makes sure it’s a safe place to be. His longstanding relationship with the law keeps his bar in
surveillance rotation. But a little cash goes a long way here and the cops are quick on a call if
needed.
The man steps back from the window to gather himself, then slicks back his hair,
smoothes the front of his jeans, and checks his black ankle boots for scuffs. He pulls out a
pack of Camels and a silver Zippo, flicks the lighter a few times and rubs the etching of the
eagle. When he looks closely at it he says, “Papa Bear, huh?”
“Ah, a petty larceny sneak-thief. A nickel snatcher,” a voice echoes off the street.
Startled, his whole body jerks. The lighter flies out of his hand, sounding off a metallic
ping that bounces off the brick walls. His hands duke as he turns his body to make out who
has slipped up on him. There is no one there, but he notices the second floor window above
his head is open. He can’t see past the smoke-stained screen, but a smirk and a slight chuckle
comes over him.
“Shit, bird,” he says.“You scared the hell out of me.” He bends to pick up the lighter,
grabs the door handle and walks into the bar.
“It’s about time, Fornley,” the bartender, Billy, says. “What the hell took you so long?
Lock the door.”
Fornley does as he says, giving Orie and Bennie a hard look. Orie, short and stocky
with jet black hair, runs numbers and is pretty sharp at averaging horses at the track. When
he hits, he hits big. When he loses, he trades in all of his toys for cash to try his luck again.
They’ve been friends since high school, when they went.
“These two assholes here left me at Frazier’s,” Fornley says. “I had to walk. Jesus,
what happened to him?”
“Bennie celebrated a little too much,” Orie says. “Thought he could keep up with me.
He can’t even talk. His eyes keep rollin’.”
Bennie’s head bobs and laughter spills out. It’s a common sight to see Bennie drop
dead drunk. During the week he spends his nights at home, faithful to early mornings at the
steel mill. But the weekends are for the boys’ club and bedroom hopping. Better he’s out of
the picture or none of us would have a shot with the ladies.
“No luck with that pill whore?” he asks.
“Shut up, man.”
Fornley looks down the bar and spots a seat next to Dottie. She is a fine specimen,
the best dancer on the strip. She sits tall on her leather back barstool. Long legs draped in
metallic purple hot pants, her feet dressed in white strappy high heels flinging from side to
side. Her arms are bare except for a gold-plated twenty dollar watch that offsets dazzling red
fingertips. Her matching purple tube top, cut low, makes her neck appear long and sensual.
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Fornley licks his lips, watching her as he takes his seat. “Hi Dottie.”
She looks him up and down as she takes a Virginia Slim from her silver cigarette
case, places it in the pink cigarette holder that is lying on the bar, and lights it.
“Hello, Tom,” she says, blowing smoke out of the side of her red penciled lips.
He sees Billy watching him. The bartender sneers. “Wipe your mouth. You’ve been
trying her for years. She has some taste, you know.”
“Oh, someone like you? Someone fine and upstanding wearing a shirt like that?”
Fornley examines Billy’s t-shirt, Try Me I’m Better Than Bennie. “What? You tryin’ to get
stuck with another wife?”
Billy places a shorty and a shot Windsor in front of him. “You like it? I got one for all
of us. They’re out in Orie’s car. Conversation starter.”
“It works,” Dottie says.
“You’re willing to try him?”
“No, it’s a conversation starter. I’m not willing to try anyone around these parts.”
“Hey, you just put your loot down and shut it already,” Billy says. He seems to be
waiting for some kind of compensation from Fornley, but Fornley only offers a reciprocal
shrug. Billy lifts the shot and drinks it himself.
Fornley then leans into Dottie’s ear. “Ah, come on now. You wouldn’t wanna have
some fun with me? Just for a while.” She stiff arms him, making him fall slightly off his
chair.
“Getting too old for that game, Tom. I’ve been doing this for fifteen years. I’m tired
of the same old shitheads coming into my life. Understand? Time for me to find something
real.”
“Well then, you just might want to try Billy. He’s always lookin’. Hey, you goin’ on
number six?”
Billy stops counting the night receipts, turns and looks at Dottie. “That’s right. You
ever hear of nine lives? Well I’m lookin’ for nine wives.”
“How in the hell did you go through so many? Since you’ve been gone for so long.”
“Three before the joint and two while I was in. It’s the baby blues, darling. They fall
for them every time.”
It has been seven years since Billy took the rap for his part in their counterfeiting
scheme. Hidden in the space between the floor joists and subfloor in the old man’s basement was one hundred thousand dollars in phony bills. They passed them around town for a
few months before the cops finally caught up to them. Willie D’s pull did Billy no good. He
didn’t have to take it on all himself, but he did.
But that is just like Billy, loyal. He took the rap and no one’s found out I was in on it
with him. Ten years. Man, I owe him. There is no way I could have done that. And there is no
way I could ever get married.
“How do you afford them?” Dottie asks.
Billy frowns. “What do you mean?”
Fornley jumps back into the conversation to regain Dottie’s interest. “Not me. I ain’t
never getting married. I’m not gonna be stuck in a cage with no way out. I’m meant to be
free.”
“Talkin’ about a cage. The old man wants to know where that bird came from. He
nearly shit his pants this morning when he was opening up,” Billy says.
“I won it in a card game the other night.”
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“Good for you. Get rid of it.”
“No way. That bird is a one of a kind. It knows lines from Public Enemy. You don’t
see that every day. That’s money in hand.”
“It yelled out, ‘I didn’t ask you for any lip, I asked if you had a drink.’ It set him off
for the whole damn day. He was going to make me change the toilet in the chick’s bathroom.
You can at least shut the window.” Billy says.
“Tell Willie that the window wouldn’t be open if he’d get the radiator fixed. It’s hot as
hell up there. I’m nearly dying. I don’t know how to fix everything around here.”
“Get a new toilet in for him in the morning after you’re done cleaning and I’ll make
sure he takes care of it,” he says.
Fornley squints suspiciously at him. “Uh, huh,” he says. Most days he works in odds
and ends. Fixing this and that for friends he meets in the bars. He never gets ahead but he
never gets behind. He isn’t attached and he isn’t that reliable. But sometimes he lands a
pretty good job where it is safe to take a memento. Sometimes he gives his mementos to
Billy to make a little extra cash.
“Last shot of the night people. Drink it up! It’s time to go,” Billy announces.
The small crowd raises a toast, before downing the drinks and waving their goodbyes.
Billy quickly clears the bar and wipes it clean of sticky liquors and misplaced ashes. The
lights are darkened. The only glow left is the Pabst clock on the far back paneled wall. It
illuminates the pool table.
“Let’s go,” Billy says. “Grab Bennie, Orie. You driving us home?”
“Ya. But Bennie has to hang his head out the window like a dog,” Orie says. “He ain’t
throwing up in my car.” He grabs Bennie by the front of his jacket, stands him up and hoists
his arm around his neck.
Bennie’s always been the looker. Women come to him and most nights he brushes
them off. But tonight his six foot muscular torso is like a dummy without the stick shoved up
its ass. Loose legged and unstable. Orie’s small five foot five frame handles the weight and
drags him out the door.
Fornley walks outside before the others and stands marvelling at the revolver in his
hands, admiring the craftsmanship that went into making such a beautiful gun. His fingers
pass over the engraved scrolls on the barrel on the Magnum 357. He likes how it feels in his
grip and imagines a holster on his hip, drawing fast and sharp. The gun is heavy and he
figures it will give a pretty good kick if he shoots it. It makes him feel tough. It makes him
feel important.
Orie looks over. “Where the hell did you get that?”
“Found it. Nice, huh?”
“You’re a liar, Tom. You’re coverin’ up.”
They look up at the window.
“Man, does that bird got your number,” Orie says.
Billy locks the door and steps into the conversation. “What? Oh. Did you happen to
check if it’s loaded?” He starts to reach for it, but Fornely jerks away.
“No, I checked. How much do you think I could get…?”
BAM! The gun shoots straight through the trunk of Orie’s brand new ’78 Bonneville.
“Jesus Christ!” Orie drops Bennie and he lands with a thud flat on his back.
A barrow-top Yellow Cab turns the corner by John’s.
“Shit! I didn’t mean to!”
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“You idiot.” Orie’s face is scrunched like a crazed bulldog as he examines the bullet
hole with his finger.
The cabbie leans over to peer out the passenger side window. He looks at Bennie lying
on the ground and reaches for the CB radio. The cab speeds up and Billy sees the hand-held
receiver move to the front of the cabbie’s face.
“No, no. Wait!” He waves his hands over his head to get him to stop. It’s too late.
“Shit, shit! Did you see that?”
“What the hell, Fornley? I should beat your ass. God damn it!”
“Remember boys, you gotta have friends.”
Fornely grabs the sides of his smooth black hair and pulls hard. “I thought it was
empty!”
“Hurry up!” Billy cries. “Open the doors. Open the doors! The cops are gonna be here.
Didn’t you see that cab? His face? He thinks you killed Bennie, man.” Billy paces back and
forth in front of the mock cadaver lying on the ground. It’s clear he’s thinking about his
parole. If he breaks it, he’s back in the joint. And guns are off limits.
“Not me. I ain’trunnin’. I ain’tyella.”
“Shut that goddamn bird up,” Billy yells.
They grab Bennie’s limp body and shove him into the back seat. Billy jumps into the
passenger seat while Orie runs around to the other side and opens the door. He stops when
Fornley reaches toward the car.
“You ain’t comin’ with us. Billy ain’t getting pinched for this one.” Orie’s agitation is
clear. “Why are you always such a fuck up?”
Fornley doesn’t bother to reply. Once Orie makes up his mind, there’s no use trying to
slap the mule’s ass. He runs to the back alley, climbs the fourteen stairs to his door and
fumbles for the key. Once inside, he locks the deadbolt and drops to the floor. It’s dark inside
the musty two-room apartment, but he sees the street lamp glowing through the living room
window. The sirens are getting closer. The sirens of a million cops coming for him. Damn,
why did Billy have to use my place for his parole contact? Why did I let them check up on
him here? They know it was us. They’ll know it was me. We are always doing stupid shit.
He slowly crawls into the living room and hears the cars pull up. He can’t see them
but he hears the hot engines idling and voices wandering, questioning the crime. A loud static
scream echoes into the room. A voice, someone in charge, calls through the bullhorn, “Tom
Fornley, Billie D, we know you’re up there. Throw that gun down and come on out. Come
out or we’re coming in.” The cops always assumed it was Billy, because Billy was their fall
guy. He was tough. He was important to them.
“You’ll never take me alive, copper,” a voice yells out.
Fornley’s breath disappears with his disbelief. Think fast. Think fast. The go-between.
He scurries over to the window and opens it. He tosses the gun down, slips out feet first and
hangs onto the window ledge. Slowly he lets go, landing on the hard cement sidewalk that
was once open to all. He lands on the side of his foot, holds in the pain and hobbles over
to the dark shadows of the brick building. He bobs up and down, trying to find a blind spot
to hide in. At the very corner of the pen, Fornley locates a three foot cement parking block,
perches himself, and looks at the ten feet of brick built to keep the trash out. Sitting quietly
while the search continues, he scans for a way out. Windows are too high and the mortar is
flush to the brick. Climbing out is an impossibility, he will have to wait it out.
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Sunday mornings are desolate on this street. The church bells are ringing and the morning
frost covers his sleeping body. He wakes to the call of the nearby train sounding its
warning. Sun barely creeping over the partition fails to offer him any warmth. Birds fly overhead, cawing at him below, mocking his existence. His voice is the only hope he has to get
out of this stronghold. He yells out only to hear a resonance of his own words.
Hollow and frightened. No water. No food. No warmth to wrap around. The old man
will be in early Monday. It’s going to be okay.
Monday morning, eight am, Willie D turns the lights on inside the rank and empty tavern.
Pissed that the cleaning isn’t done and the toilet water is still running, he gets to work
preparing for the day’s first customers. He readies the cash register and replaces the empty
liquor bottles, careful to inventory each one. While scooping ice into the well he hears a faint
call.
“Help me. Help me. Are you there?”
Looking up, noticing the dust covered tin tiles that he put up to hide the cracked
plaster ceiling, he thinks about how the bird could help him out. Might be able to make some
money with that bird. Even better, could scare the trash away from gathering around the
tavern door. It wasn’t so long ago in his memory when his bar was filled with the best of the
town’s citizens. Not like the petty crooks that keep him company now. Returning his
attention back to the ice he begins to talk to the ghosts of the past. “Cagney, now there was
a first class crook. Loved them movies.” Then, as he hums a little song, Willie D begins to
forget about the bird upstairs. “Toot, toot tootsie, goodbye. Toot, toot tootsie don’t cry.”
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Beat, Rhythm and Jazz
Nicola Cayless
I heard New York scream last night.
I felt the agonising roar
rip through my chest
just before dawn. The night lingered on,
caressing building walls where vines
crept in between bricks and ripped apart
mortar tendons.
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As galaxies winked their distant secrets
(gathered from centuries of watching
bloodshed, war, love, and all that NYC jazz),
the city convulsed,
a colossal panic attack shielded by the dark.
The junkies shot up their devastating drugs,
while husbands made love to unfeeling wives,
and awkward teenagers wrote poetry
on misted windows.
With cheap beer in hand,
and cancer cradled within stained fingers,
I watched the city choke.
Aching, transatlantic feet
dangled over the edge of skyscrapers
suffocating on weeds — like rotten love
decaying the flesh of two men,
foolish enough to think that sexual desire
meant true love.
(The Boroughs will screech again tomorrow.)
I left L.A. for the fluorescent lights of the
Brooklyn Bridge, the Empire State and
the ghosts of Ginsberg & Burroughs.
From Queens, I’ll watch Manhattan drown,
swallowed by greedy Hudson.
All the while,
I’ll cradle the cancer in my fingers,
get too drunk
and send a greeting to the Devil
with the flooded Rockefeller.
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Blackall’s Point
Zenobia Frost
For Samuel W Blackall (d. 1871)
Unwanted even by the dead,
far-off Toowong:
uncleared
unsuitable
unholy
Nowhere near the trains.
Imagine!
We can’t haul coffins up those hills.
Enter: Samuel Wensley,
second governor of Queensland,
really wanted to do something
		
with his death.
In this man-made necropolis,
our main man, engraved,
leans out over Brisbane.
Guvna, I looked for you
		
(for hours)
because you were the first, but
I’d given up the hunt.
I only hauled myself
to that tall spire
to see what I could see.
And here you are,
on the highest point of the highest hill,
		
reserved for men
who would have worn expensive hats,
			your monument
taller than the sprawling banyan fig beside you.
You made this site
a cemetery, colonel,
and had your body
planted here like a flag.
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The Statesman
Lena Smoot
Until that day, Abby had never witnessed The Law in action. To her, it was something her
father, the judge, applied every day like an ointment on a festering wound. It could sting a
bit, but ultimately, it was the best solution.
When she was younger, she heard that one practised The Law, and she therefore
assumed it was some kind of musical instrument. When her mother asked her what
instrument she wanted to learn for school (“Perhaps the violin or the piano?”), Abby proudly
announced that The Law was for her.
“Excuse me?” her perplexed mother asked.
“The Law,” Abby said firmly. “Like Daddy.”
“What?” asked Mrs Zimmerman, still wholly confused.
“He says he practises it every day, though I don’t ever hear him.”
That back and forth was passed around every family gathering or business dinner for
years. It was some clever joke that everyone else seemed to find hilarious, but the humour
was lost on her.
For the next five years, Abby tried to understand The Law. Several adults and her older
brother tried to explain it to her, but they never seemed to start in the right place. Mr Abrams,
the downstairs neighbour, told her about God’s Law and how it was explained right there in
the Torah, but then Mrs Seton, the school librarian, told her about God’s Law in the Bible.
One of her father’s friends tried to explain the Rights of Man to her, but then the
haggard looking gentleman on the street corner told her there was no such thing as rights.
When she was six, her older brother Peter gave her a superhero comic book called The
Statesman to help with her reading skills. It wasn’t a particularly good one – just a ten page,
ten-cent pulp with bright colours and big lettering.
After school on Fridays, Mrs Zimmerman would buy the books at the newsstand for
Peter after several minutes of loud, wretched begging. Judge Zimmerman disapproved of this
weekly ritual and eventually forced Peter to get a newspaper route so he could pay for his
pleasures.
From the moment she glanced at the cover, Abby was hooked. Feats of superhuman
strength and tepid, nonsexual romances were fun to read about, but it was the exhibitions
of upheld values and untainted morality that struck a chord with her. She saw how The Law
worked through a costumed strongman besting the criminal who was always guilty; it was all
there in a variation of colours. And through superhero comic books, Abigail Zimmerman first
began to understand the law.
Judge Zimmerman, however, was not pleased about this development in his daughter’s
education. “These comic books are dangerous,” he said in his voice that could pronounce
a verdict from across the room. “Morons dressing up and jumping off buildings. It’s bad
enough these idiots are on the street, but I won’t have them in my house! The girl should
read literature if she wants to learn.”
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“Darling, she’s only nine,” her mother said as she passed the green bean casserole to
Peter. “Let her read her comics.”
“These men are not heroes,” the judge continued. “I want Abigail to come to the courthouse after school tomorrow to watch the case I’m trying, and Peter can take her home after.
No better way to understand the law than to watch it firsthand. There, it’s decided.”
During this discussion, Abby was slowly eating her green beans with her fingers while
reading the latest Statesman comic she had on her lap.
Right before the Beatles, but after World War II, when segregation and polio were rampant
but not discussed at the dinner table, a man in Ward City named Troy Dale decided to put on
a mask. But he didn’t mean to become a superhero.
Troy meant to follow his pretty co-worker Janet home from the office in order to find
out where she lived. It was only supposed to be a one-time trek, but it eventually became a
bi-weekly jaunt from the city newspaper offices where Janet was a secretary and he worked
in typewriter maintenance. Every Tuesday and Thursday, he ducked into telephone booths
and alleys, or pretended to be waiting for the bus, when Janet turned around with
suspicion in her beautiful brown eyes. Soon, he adapted.
He bought the mask from the costume shop below his apartment. He thought it made
him look dashing, like Zorro. It gave him anonymity; made him feel powerful. He followed
Janet every night. When she went to the movies or the grocery store, he was right behind her,
so close he could smell her perfume.
One night, Troy followed Janet to a newsstand where she bought two packs of cigarettes. He lingered by the light pole, still unnoticed. A mugger came behind Janet and forced
her to give him her purse. With Janet’s purse in hand, the mugger turned on his heel and ran.
Troy, terrified Janet would see him, turned away and moved into the fleeing mugger’s path.
The mugger lost his footing and fell to the ground, slamming his head against the sidewalk
and knocking himself out cold.
The media praised Troy for his bravery and dubbed him The Masked Might. After
him, more masked men showed up. Over time, some got injured and retired, while others
stuck around, becoming more and more ingrained in the city’s consciousness. Soon, these
lucky few had comic books, posters and lunch boxes based on their ever-increasing
exploits.
Of this new crop of masked crusaders, Abby and Peter loved The Statesman the best.
In his fedora and cape, he stood for everything American – honour, liberty and justice.
It said right there on the cover that he ‘upheld the law.’ The words were printed above a
brightly coloured drawing of The Statesman, raising two great stone tablets above his frame,
poised to swing them into the gut of an oddly dressed villain. SWACK. OOF.
What made the books even better was that The Statesman was real. He could be seen
out and about in the city, saving old ladies from muggers, saving orphans from burning
buildings and giving tourists directions to all the best city sites. Abby had seen him once
through the window while she was at school. He was in the middle of the street saving a
stray cat from being run over by a truck. The Statesman took the underfed tabby under his
arm and walked off to the applause of bystanders. Abby clapped as well, but her teacher
rapped her on the knuckles for not paying attention to the lesson.
“Could you please state your name, age, and occupation for the record?”
Abby arrived late to her father’s courtroom from school because of an overturned hot
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dog stand that blocked most of the sidewalk. The trial had already started by the time she
made it up the marble steps of the temple-like courthouse.
When she entered the wood-panelled room, she realised that she was not alone but
surrounded by angry-looking adults and sloppily dressed men with flashbulb cameras. There
was a buzz that seemed to rise like heat off a sidewalk. Abby wandered down the aisle until
she found a small space in the front row right bench next to a woman in a tweed suit and a
pillbox hat. She gave Abby a smile and moved over to give her room to sit down.
Abby focused on the scene before her. Judge Zimmerman sat at the head of it all in a
grand wooden seat that was noticeably higher than everyone else’s. He wore his glasses low
on his nose and gave her a curt nod of acknowledgment when he noticed her in the crowd.
He was wearing a crisp black gown that made him look even less like a father than he
usually did.
An impressively bulky man sat in the little box next to him. He wasn’t old, but his
weary expression aged him about twenty years.
The lawyer who had asked the question was sitting at the table directly in front of her.
He was her father’s age with greying hair and horn rimmed glasses with thick lenses. He
spoke slowly, as if he were dragging the answers out of the other man.
The large man slumped in the witness box, far too small to accommodate someone of
his size. He squirmed a few times before answering. “Andrew Evans. I’m thirty-four years
old and I... uh... I work for the city.”
“Doing what, Mr Evans?” the defence attorney asked.
“I… help the police.”
“But you are not officially affiliated with that organisation?”
“No.”
“I see.” The defence lawyer stood and walked closer to the stand. “So you’re more of a
contractor, then?”
Andrew nodded.
“I understand that you work under an alias. Can you please state that alias?”
“The Statesman.” Andrew said the words quietly, but they caused a powerful stir in the
audience, as if he’d said a terrible curse word.
Abby was shocked. Could this pitiful man really be her hero? Only when she squinted
and cocked her head to the right did he look like her Statesman. Without the costume he was
almost unrecognisable.
“Thank you,” continued the lawyer. “How many cases would you say you’ve helped
the police with?”
Andrew exhaled and shrugged his massive shoulders. “About thirty this year, I guess.”
“Wow.” The defence attorney turned to the jury with a genuinely surprised expression.
“I haven’t even done thirty cases this year. How many of those thirty resulted in a
conviction?”
“All of them.”
“Could you tell us about the events of March fourth?”
Andrew sighed then steadied himself. “Around noon, I got a call from the Police
Commissioner, Teddy Lloyd. A little girl – Annie Howard – had been kidnapped. The
commissioner asked me to help with the investigation.”
“Why did he ask you?”
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“Because I’ve helped with similar cases before. Cases involving Dr Harold
Baumbach.”
“Otherwise known as the H-Bomb, a well-known terrorist operating in Ward City. A
terrorist who is responsible for the Steel Mill Massacre and the Flooding of the Aquarium–”
“Objection!” shouted the prosecutor at the opposite table, rising from his seat and
causing the chair to screech across the marble floor. “Counsel is testifying.”
“Sustained,” granted Judge Zimmerman with wave of his hand.
“I’m sorry,” amended the defence attorney with his hand over his heart. “But you had
come across Dr Baumbach before. You might even say he’s your arch nemesis?”
“Yes. Several times. But he always managed to get away.”
“Would it be fair to say that he had some kind of vendetta against you?”
“Yes,” said Andrew, with the first bit of anger he’d expressed. “He’s always had it in
for me.”
“Please continue. Tell us what happened next.”
Andrew’s expression hardened. “The police and I scoured the city for Annie Howard
for two days, but no luck. The second night, I got a call from Dr Baumbach saying that I
should come to Foxhill Park alone to exchange Annie for money.
“I met him at the park. But he wasn’t interested in money, he said he’d planted a bomb
under the sports stadium—”
“This was the day of the playoff game, and the seats were packed.” After a quick look
at the prosecutor, he added, “Is that correct, Mr Evans?”
“Yes. He brought Annie out and explained his entire plan.” The Statesman took a deep
breath and looked down. “I had to choose: kill her, or let her live and all the people in the
stadium would die. I had thirty seconds to choose.”
“Why didn’t you just shoot him?”
“He said we were being watched and if I harmed him in any way, his followers would
blow up the stadium.”
“So in those few moments, you had to judge whether to let one person die or let
thousands of people die.”
“I did it,” Andrew said. “I took my gun and I shot her. It was the only way.”
“No further questions,” said the lawyer confidently as he resumed his seat.
The prosecutor stood and faced the gallery. His eyes drifted to a man and woman in
the first row directly in front of him. He gave them a small nod and the woman to bit her lip
to hold back tears. The prosecutor buttoned his jacket and turned back to the defendant.
“Mr Evans, you claim to be a contractor who helps the police with certain cases, is that
right?”
Andrew nodded.
“Even though you have no official training? You’re a city government bureaucrat by
day aren’t you?”
Andrew nodded again.
“So you push paper in the mornings and run around the city at night, rounding up
individuals who may or may not be guilty. In a costume, no less.” The prosecutor strolled
from his table to Andrew with his hands in his pockets. “Seems like a helluva way to spend
your time. What exactly is your costume, Mr Evans, for those of us who don’t know?”
Andrew looked down at his hands as though was holding his costume there.
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“Just a spandex suit, a fedora and cape.”
“Anything else?”
Andrew shrugged. “An American flag pin on my hat.”
“Don’t you also wear gloves and a mask?”
“Yes.” Andrew’s answer was slow and he cast a quick glance at his lawyer.
“Gloves which prevented you from leaving fingerprints and a mask which prevented
you from being identified? It seems like for all your heroic protests, you didn’t want anyone
link you to The Statesman.”
“That’s not true–”
“Then why all the secrecy, Mr Evans? If what you were doing is so necessary, why not
do it without the mask?
“I–” Andrew began again.
“Because it seems like you just do whatever you want regardless of the
consequences.” The prosecutor placed his forearm on the stand so that he was facing both
Andrew and the jury.
“We’ve got a lot of crime in this city; terrorism is on the rise. I’m just trying to help.”
“Funny you should mention crime statistics,” the prosecutor said with a smile that
appeared genuine. “H-Bomb, the Red Riot, all these deranged men with their elaborate
plans of destruction just show up out of the blue over the past five years. You know who else
showed up five years ago?”
Andrew cast a quick glance at the jury then turned back to the prosecutor.
“The Statesman. You come along and suddenly we’ve got the highest murder rate in
the country. So tell me, really: were you a response to them or were they a response to you?”
“I do good,” Andrew looked around the courtroom, trying to find someone who understood. “I’ve saved people. Doesn’t that count?”
“Does Annie Howard count?” asked the prosecutor, abandoning all niceties. “She was
eight years old. She had two loving parents, an older brother, all four grandparents and a cat.
She was the second grade spelling bee champion and worst of all, Mr Evans, she was a fan
of yours. She had your comic books and your face on her lunchbox and you killed her. Killed
her and left her body in the park. Didn’t tell anyone, just ran away until the police found you
hiding in your mother’s basement.”
“I had to make a choice–”
“No, you didn’t.” The prosecutor stood directly in front of Andrew and folded his
arms. “You put yourself in this position years ago when you first put on that mask.”
As he returned to his table, he gave a small, satisfied nod to the Howard family.
Abby was confused. Her hero had killed someone; a girl like her.
Andrew Evans was now crying softly on the stand, his big shoulders shaking. There on
the witness stand, in his pedestrian clothes, he looked incomplete. Like a comic someone had
drawn but not coloured.
“Can you believe it?” the woman next to Abby asked no one in particular. “Killing that
little girl? I hope he fries.”
Abby’s confusion deepened into a kind of hysteria. Wasn’t saving people The
Statesman’s job? Wasn’t the choice that saved the most people the right one? Was this trial,
this performance, how guilt was determined?
She looked to her father for answers, but he was busy moving the trial along.
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Abby rose from her seat and ran out of the courtroom. She fled down the steps and
through the big revolving doors to smack right into Peter. He asked her what was wrong, but
she couldn’t explain. She burst into tears on the steps of the courthouse, weeping
uncontrollably as her brother engulfed her in a hug. They stood like that for several minutes
until she ran out of tears and her sobs became dry and punctuated by harsh coughs.
On the way home, Abby told Peter what she had seen, and when they reached their
apartment, Abby went straight to her room, locking the door and refusing to talk to her
mother. When the judge got home, Abby could hear her mother yelling. How could he do
that to a little girl? What had he been thinking? Abby couldn’t hear his responses. He wasn’t
one to raise his voice.
Over the next few years, Judge Zimmerman tried to talk to his daughter about what
happened, but the conversations either dissolved into arguments or remained on a false,
superficial level where neither of them truly shared or learned anything.
With federal help, the Ward City police eventually rounded up all the villains hiding
among them, and over the next eighteen months had completely rid the streets of vigilantism.
Comic book sales dropped drastically and for years, children stopped dressing up as superheroes. As the sixties came into full swing, everyone began to take notice of bigger things
happening in the outside world. The city collectively chose to forget that for a short time, it
had let masked men uphold their laws.
But for years afterward, one young woman with a hidden collection of comic books
and a superhero mask remembered the day she saw The Law in action.
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On Yen
Stefan Schulz
Parlour umbrellas rake her yen
and Anpachi pollinates;
I stand in the Japanese street
sodden from rain;
An affair is dull as a bee
without your yellow jacket.
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Where the Heart Lies
Chris Rowley
When the front door opened, I felt a chill brush against my exposed flesh. Goosebumps lined
my limbs and I wrapped my coat tighter around my body, but left the collar raised. I kept my
hands together and my fingers intertwined in front of my stomach.
The house I grew up in was now no more than a shell, littered with family
belongings. I moved wraith-like down the corridor into the living room. A thin tablecloth
covered the LED television. All the coasters atop the coffee table had been placed in a neat
pile in the corner. I brushed my hand along the white walls as I backed into the nearest
room: my bedroom.
My parents had cleared it out years ago, leaving childhood items I no longer wanted to
know I had in three boxes on the cupboard’s top shelf. A desk had been placed by the
window and had a laptop resting on top. The faded carpet still had soft-drink stains all over
the place, from when I used to sneak cans in at night.
I stepped behind the desk and lifted the laptop’s lid. My fingers pressed the Enter key,
but nothing happened. I tapped the power button, but again, nothing. The power had been
switched off. Lying beside the paperweight was my father’s round fifty cent coin. I picked it
up with a smile. He once told me they used to manufacture fifty cent pieces round, but later
adopted the dodecahedron. He said they made the change because blind people were
struggling to tell the difference between it and its lesser cousin.
I shifted the coin between my first two fingers and flicked it into the middle two and
then along to the last two. When I reached my pinkie, I slid the coin along my palm and back
to the start again. I repeated the action, flipping it across my knuckles. My father had shown
me this – I used to admire him doing it whenever he was deep in thought. One day, he sat me
down on the couch and showed me how. I practised and practised and, after months of solid
work, I learned how to do it almost as well as he could. Now, like him, I use it whenever I’m
deep in thought.
Sliding the coin into my pocket, I entered the lifeless kitchen. Stale air passed into
my nostrils and I felt a sneeze coming. I craned my head back and held it in. I walked to the
stove and turned a switch, then rapidly tapped the pilot light. Sparks flickered from under the
smallest plate but nothing came alight. The gas was out now.
Dust floated in front of me, like I stood in an ancient tomb. Each time I sucked in a
breath I felt light-headed. I hated the musty smell that had overrun the once vibrant room. I
missed seeing the light coming from under the dark glass of the oven. I missed the smell of
cupcakes that wafted from the old appliance. My baby sister used to wear a floral pink apron
and dash between the oven and the island bench. Flour, butter, sugar, milk and eggshells
would be splayed across the marble, and traces of food would line her clothes and face. She
often allowed me to lick the wooden spoon and the beaters and the bowl.
I slipped into the hallway and went along to the bathroom. My older sister’s makeup
had been left on the counter. Her eyeliner hung off the edge and I gripped the object I knew
nothing about and placed it neatly beside her blood-red lipstick.
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She hadn’t cleaned before they left.
Behind me was the bath-shower my sisters and I shared. It was as dry as a desert and I
contemplated stepping under the rushing water. For as long as I had lived in that house, I had
never once had a hot shower. My little sister saw to that. She was always up five minutes
before me and drained the tank.
I wandered through the house, absorbing the nothingness. Finally, I stepped into my
parents’ bedroom and found the most recent novel my mother had been reading. The receipt
hung near the back – the price had almost faded. My mother didn’t finish it and I wondered
how much she would’ve wanted to know the ending.
She had been the one who taught me to read better. For hours, after dinner, she would
force me to sit at the table and read and read pages of text. At first, the words were jumbled
and mismatched, only in my mind. I hated reading, but Mum told me if I worked hard the
letters would make sense. Now, I read better than most people I know. I took her book and
slipped it into the top drawer of her bedside table.
I paced the rest of the house repeatedly, trying to find my parents or my sisters. But
they were gone. I stepped outside and walked along the empty driveway, skipping past the
skid marks I had made with my bike. At the end, I stared at the buckled tree behind the safety
tape. Bark had been chipped away. The shrubs beneath were crushed and ruined. Branches
were spread out around it like severed limbs.
The drunk driver’s four-wheel-drive had smashed into my family’s sedan and impaled
it against that tree. I never saw the wreckage. Others told me later. I wondered what had
happened to the driver, was he okay? Did he care about the people I loved so very much?
I took one last look at my house. Then I decided I would go see the four grave stones
that had been placed that morning.
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When
Bronwen Manger
We departed in the raindrop-glisten
of the night, left for a peeling-paint paradise.
There the two tines
of your forked tongue
finally met again, healed –
with only sea and sunlight
to drown in. From our tower
of Babel balcony
I saw meteorites
that never crashed to earth,
then I turned to stare into the sky.
The city a sequinned blanket
rippled below, you stood
as close and secret as lucky numbers
and blushed cheeks.
Halls of mirror-eyes
slivered away with a shrug
in the dust and ash
of your rookery.
Spinning to absurdity in the gloom,
thoughts struck
like matches, burned
right down to my fingertips.
Our shadows scarred
the shifting walls.
Dust in my lungs,
you a landscape, a novel.
Anchors fell upwards
into the sky, dragging
towers from the earth.
Then a blizzard of fluorescence;
hail against the windows
of my mind.
There is a noise.
Someone talks into a mobile phone.
The floor is cold.
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Hard Water
Rebecca Dempsey
It was on the wall above the bath where Mum had placed it and it couldn’t be seen from
the shower. It was just a print. She’d thought the picture appropriate: in her mind the tepid,
newly fluorided shower water and those bitter, heaving waves ought to be together, just like
pictures of potato harvesting went in the kitchen and formal family photos were arranged on
the Formica table in the family room.
It was only much later I saw the bodies. Pink ants wrapped in blue tunics at the end of
each boat, adrift amid those waves. I’m not sure if they were people or animals or something
else, but they were trapped for eternity, forever under the threat of cresting whitecaps. There
was no romance in it, just terror.
It was the type of picture everyone is supposed to recognise, but it was anonymous.
When I first started thinking about it, I wasn’t sure about owning art. Doesn’t it own you? It
certainly identified my mother. It put her in a time and a place just as surely as her furniture
and lavender-scented day dresses.
As I leaned in closer, shivering in my towel, I realised what I’d assumed was violent was
stylised, static. The heaving waves had outstretched claws, fingers of white ripping through
the air, while elsewhere, bubbles lifted above it all. In the background, like the world’s axis,
but unremarkable, was snowy Mt Fuji, a dream mountain in a waterscape.
Since then I’ve learned that all art is designed. But in that moment I mistook the
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imagined for the real. I felt the sudden peril of those pink and blue bundles... yet their
existence will outlast mine, unless the bathroom mildew gets them. They’ll belong to someone else and delimit and challenge them. Art mimics life and so is forever.
Here’s the thing. It was also the moment I knew I’d be an artist, quivering in a towel
in a bathroom staring at some lopsided print. And I am. Not a painter though, never really
got the hang of it, but a sculptor, when I’m not teaching. And now I’m back, looking into the
same, if faded picture, in the same, if yellowing bathroom, shivering, in a return to the
beginning.
Some artists go where the work is. As a sculptor much of the work comes to me, except this
time. Though I was reluctant to accept the commission, the government brief is
challenging and the money is too good. The program specifies that artists have to make the
journey to their home towns and produce a piece tailored for these communities. Home.
Although drawn by the task to return to this speck of a place, I have a familiar flip of the
stomach thinking about that word. It’s followed by that special combination of guilt, remorse
and relief that used to accompany long excuses about why I couldn’t get to a birthday or an
anniversary or whatever.
Now that I’m here, so many memories come rushing back and conflict with everything
I see or touch. My home town was always linear and flat. Now, its older houses seem
smaller. They’ve somehow sunk and squatted under the weight of their years, my mother’s
house included. The town seems shrunken and I don’t know if it’s because I’m seeing these
houses with adult eyes or whether time’s warped them. The dusty streets have remained in
orderly unyielding asphalted rows, but feel narrower. Where saplings were, blue gums now
tower, and the town is awash in their heady scent and their bark and leaves collect in the
gutters.
This is a rational township. In school, I remember learning about how the land was
divided into regular squares, my fingers cramping as I copied long pages about the local
geology. The red soil, which was rich and soft, formed nothing but a shallow surface over
hard and permanent limestone. And this limestone was graded and assessed and cut into
white, gleaming cubes for new square houses set along the straight streets, each of them the
same. It was limestone that brought even more organisation to the town. Homes and public
buildings seemed revived in the reflected glow of the new stark whiteness of everything.
Limestone lies, I found out. It’s no squarer than a living thing, because it was a living
thing: countless generations of tiny living sea creatures, bryzoa, compacted 25 million years
ago. How odd to think we believed it was compacted to make symmetrical houses for
families in barren couch-grassed yards bounded by shin-high wire fences the colour of
winter skies?
I keep wondering what an artist messing around with their building blocks could bring
a town of straight shooters and straight talkers, No one stops by to inquire about my work,
but I’ve always liked the dusty gleaming stuff and see it as granular, ancient and sinuous,
both tough and yielding under my favourite chisel. I expect to taste the salt-fishiness of it, but
it’s just cold chalk.
I feel a heretic, taking those square regular blocks and following into them organic
shapes in a town so concerned with order and congruency. I have never been able to help that
I’ve always been interested in assemblage and seeing into things, their internal shapes and
what’s created using whatever’s to hand, which comes from the practical nature of my
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parents and this town. Waste not want not, my Dad used to say.
The town founders and their descendents had an innocent faith and believed in those
diamond-cut angled corners. They stacked them high for their churches and paved their
footpaths with them. What they’d never realised, safe in their narrow windowed blocks, was
that the stone would wear. All those radiant blank surfaces would oxidise. The spring winds
would whip up the red soil, which would pitch into the surface, while the regular splodgy
winter rain would leave mottled trails of tears from the eves down, so the houses greyed like
so many of their inhabitants. Sharp corners would be rounded off, some would chip under the
sudden pressure of a playing child and others would roughen. The ragged couch grass edges
would look messy against the grey-white, and the black rubber scuff marks of bike tyres and
toys and car exhaust in the yards would only increase the rate of decomposition.
The stone, once alive, is undergoing a second unexpected death and no one in town
understands or seems to notice. “It all comes down to matter,” I say to no one in particular
over a beer and a counter meal at the pub one night
They have faith in solidity too. It’s only now I admire their reliance on the constancy
of the ground beneath their feet and the seasons and the sky. I think it inspired my interest
in sculpture. But their beliefs lay on the surfaces of their world. I’d always wondered about
beneath, how things were put together and shaped by the environment, and time.
I saw my father weathered by his work on the railway, with his thickened fingers and
the deep creases in his sun-darkened face. He was bent crooked under the pressure of maintaining those those parallel lines and keeping that unyielding narrow-gauge working. The
lines remained but he was twisted out of shape as the arthritis took hold and his robust frame,
once so imposing, was ground down. I saw how nature and time could crash over someone
like waves, and I saw my Mum worn out in response, just like the detail rubbed off her worry
beads.
When I was young, when my parents were sturdy and bustling around town, they
never had time to look at limestone, to see how water erodes the fossilised shell grit,
reducing it to dust, just like the coloured sand falling through my mother’s egg timer. They
never heeded the vast network of caverns and streams below, corroded by water at work,
taking one lime granule here and depositing it there, over and over, for millions of years. If
they did, it was when it was in the news, about the bores being sunk to pump up that calcified
water for the town during drought.
My parents loved their town but their adored collection of buildings and roads, train
tracks and rules were nothing compared to the work of the wind and the water on the stone,
shaping the world around them. In truth their solid island of civilisation still sits on the
skeleton of the earth, which sits on nothing at all, like Mt Fuji in my mother’s mouldering
bathroom.
It’s too late, now, of course, to show my parents. Yet I want it to be for them, or even
of them, long gone from their two bedroom limestone house, which I can’t stand to sell. So it
has to start with one of those luminous blocks, the biggest I can transport to Dad’s old
corrugated iron shed, where I can rough out and see where its flaws will take me. It takes a
while for me to see it in the Block, in its ancient dead heart, but once I start it’s obvious. And,
as is usual with me, once I know, I work quickly.
With my head against the solid face of the stone I can almost hear the ocean. It
reminds me of that picture up the back of the sideboard. Dad has a rare self-conscious grin
for my Mum’s precious Polaroid as he holds a shell against my ear.
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The work is hot, and I open up as many doors and windows as I can, even the skylight.
This is going to be street art, after all, so the sun and wind might help.
I’m wondering if I need a maquette when the council comes ’round to see what I’m up
to. I’m surprised to see Sophie from high school. She’s blonde now, and taller and also the
mayor. I’m thrown since she’s so different, urbane, but I’m different too, covered in white
dust and sweat, in my tattered denim overalls and protective glasses.
I keep forgetting how the town hasn’t stood still. While some have died and things
have decayed and worn away, I’m starting to see other things have transformed for the
better.
Sophie seems genuinely glad to see me, which reminds me of this. I realise I’m happy
that Sophie and her team seem satisfied with the Block and laugh as they pose in neon
yellow hard hats for the paper’s photographer. When she leaves with a promise to catch up
properly it dawns on me that it’s the first time since I arrived that I’m in a good mood. I put
my goggles back on and get out the machine. It’s time to go to work.
Weeks later it’s visible, this Form, and reaching some kind of readiness, but it needs
a base. I decide it will be made from local recycled river red gum railway sleepers. It’ll be
a nice contrast and another symbolic gesture. It’s the way it happens I guess, the better I
feel about a work; the more I let it speak. It’s a feedback system sometimes, art. The more it
speaks the more it leads the way and I follow, and at the moment the way is towards me; me
and my parents. I’m really excavating me, to see how I tick inside.
But there is also some engineering involved: the shape isn’t going to be static and
monumental, it will be about interactivity, sound and motion. At least that was my spiel for
Sophie.
The hardware store has faded, but remains the same, with the same layout, with that
familiar metallic, grease and sawdust odour so pervasive it’s almost a taste. Motes of dust
catch in the sunshine through the clouded window and it’s like I’m a child again, watching
Dad make sly under-the-counter deals with Mr Davies, the manager. Mr Davies is still the
manager and remains as gruff as ever. He isn’t impressed I know what I need, and doesn’t
stop to chat about the old days. I don’t prompt him either. He just waves away my offers to
help as he had helped Dad and grunts and lugs the pipes, the plastic and the generator out to
the ute for me. It’s just his usual way, which makes it somehow even more distressing.
Gathering everything means it’s coming together and this erstwhile Block, under the
pressure of the machine and time, is changing into something else as the long days meld into
weeks.
Eventually there’s a moment when the sculptor stops and knows it’s as complete as it
can be and must resist the urge to tinker. And anyway I have my ideas about how this shape,
this thing I’d found inside the rock, would be made more complete over time. So it’s ready
to move. The base, the limestone mass along with its mechanical pieces, are set to go in the
park opposite the besser brick pub – the central point of the town.
The council gardeners have cleared a space and there is a concrete foundation laid out
already, away from the war memorial cairn, to the side of the entrance to the local pool. I
smile to myself – my mother would’ve thought it appropriate. The base is joined and coated,
with the black plastic liner inside it, and the filter is set up.
All this is ready for local electrician, Dave, son of the dour Mr Davies and equally
taciturn, to set about efficiently sorting power for the series of globes that will light the
structure from inside the base up through the water.
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With that done, he helps me connect the system to pump the water. It’s a busy process,
setting up, especially with installation projects like this, since they involve working not just
with materials and spaces, but with people. And today somehow seems more pressured.
I suddenly don’t want it to be done and set in place – I want it to impress. In a childlike way I want the town people I’ve never met, my dead parents, the kids I went to school
with, the teachers who’ve moved on, all of them, ghosts of the town that was gone and this
new town, to appreciate it. This desperate project, this once-was Block, is the town.
Unexpectedly and for the first time, I realise this town matters.
The Farmer’s Arms regulars perch on the steps to watch me supervise, schooners in
hand as the limestone, now bright in the morning sun, is lowered onto its base. It is no longer
a solid mass, but a series of curves, almost a tunnel, with a fair impression of foaming crests
and runnels across the back, up which the water will be pumped, to run over it.
I wanted the water, it was crucial; it was the entire point, to show how they interacted,
stone and liquid. In truth, both are the wave: the water wave and rock wave, and the water
wave will gradually wear away the limestone one. I aligned it so the dawn sun will be seen
though it in winter.
After a nod from me, Dave flicks the switch. The water burbles up and over the top of
the wave and cascades off the edge, only to flow inside with enough force to wash
upwards inside the tunnel and flood down again, pooling in the base, making it seem like the
limestone is suspended over the water, which is also always moving, as it is then recycled
through the system for it to repeat.
When it works, there’s a handshake and he mutters something rueful about his father I
don’t quite catch, before Dave is gone and I’m as good as alone with this thing I created.
I stand back a little: seeing it in place, seeing it at home. Later, Sophie, her councillors
and the photographer will come out for the grand opening, but this moment is for me. The
warm afternoon sun makes the limestone glow and it seems lit from within as it sparkles with
an inner fire through the water.
My sculpture, my little hovering Mount Fuji, is complete. A couple of cheers echo
from under the pub veranda and I bow in response. It seems I’m finally making waves.
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Semaine
Nicola Cayless
Monday:
We fold laundry in the sun,
your stockings tangled and knotted
with my cheap lace bra (the one where the underwire
cuts into pastel pink flesh).
Tuesday:
We drink red wine on the balcony,
nibbling at each other’s pasta,
laughing at the postman who wandered
down the street, confused about the address
he was delivering to.
Wednesday:
We peruse the markets. I juggle
lettuce and tomatoes
to a round of laughing applause.
You ooh and ahh
over dainty necklaces you cannot pay for.
Thursday:
We drink tea together,
sitting quietly at the kitchen table.
Only the sounds of teaspoons against china
echo throughout the room. We count heartbeats
until we can escape.
Friday:
You fall asleep alone. I drown
in paperwork beneath stark office lights
and signatures, and kisses
from softly-curved women with lipstick
on their bleached teeth.
Saturday:
You make love to a stranger
on the couch downstairs. I flick through the newspaper
in the bed upstairs. The moans that reach my ears
do naught to stir me, naught to make me care.
Sunday:
You smile a taut smile. I do not tell you
about the cheap lipstick on your bleached teeth.
I do not hold your hand. We do not fall asleep
touching, and we wait for Monday.
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Friday Night
Esther Levy-Fenner
It’s just your usual Friday night in a Jewish household. Shabbat. Shabbos – the Sabbath. The
evening and the day of rest seeps into the rooms through open windows and doors left ajar.
No strangers on a night like this; it’s a time for family to come together, to reflect on the
working week, to update one another on their children, spouses, bridge-playing friends and
senior-cinema-goings on.
“Seven dollar sessions. It doesn’t even matter that Robert fell asleep at a price like
that! I mean, sure, the movie was lousy and the acting was B-grade, but life at the cinema is
an adventure.”
The table is set. Layer upon layer of forks, knives, soup spoons, dessert spoons, side
plates. Bowls, ready for fresh chicken broth, sit on top of the challah plate. Next to it, a
larger plate is ready to be filled and refilled with servings of the main course, seemingly
endless in supply. There are always leftovers. No cooking on a Saturday – that’s working.
The Jews have got it all worked out, I reckon. And then, there’s the chance for a big Sunday
brunch with smoked salmon on bagels topped with creamed cheese and some dill for good
measure.
But, back to Friday night. As relatives walk through the door, kisses are shared, hugs
are given and received. Coats are placed on the coat rack near the front door. Winter scarves
are dispersed. They find their way over couches and the backs of chairs.
Prayers are said as juniors, the working generation and their elders are called to the
table. Some cover their eyes out of respect for the ritual and the tradition. Others, those of
younger years, smile gleefully awaiting their ripped up challah and egg dip, carefully placed
under covers until blessed for good measure. Then there are the gherkins. Even McDonald’s
have capitalised on the pickle vs. no pickle debate. I guess it’s a love-hate relationship for
many.
Wine, grape juice – blessed too – poured, sipped and eventually, as the night goes on,
guzzled. Kids, anxious for the next course, slurp up their Jewish medicine faster than the
mother of the house, and hostess, can get around to each of her guests. Kids these days.
More egg dip is smothered onto extra challah pulls – fears and worries of calories are
as far from the minds of the young as the land of milk and honey itself. When you’re waiting
for the next course what else is there to do but to fill in the time with more of what you’ve
already had? A child’s appetite is unreliable, particular and not unlike a bottomless pit. Ah,
for the return of those days.
Plates with crumbs and bowls with dregs of chicken essence are cleared as fish, carrot
salad and chicken drumsticks in a superior marinade make their way onto the long, silvertopped table. It’s hard to fit all the components onto such a confined space. Children pick the
sultanas out of the carrot salad and decide to fill up on some more challah while waiting for
their mother to serve them, and fill their next plate.
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A Soldier’s Return
Linda M Crate
I could find a moment most golden
and I’d still hate it
because right now I hate everything
the only thing that gives me hope
is your return to me,
standing next to the plane I saw you walk
out looking fragile and weak
what has this war taken from you, us?
I never wanted you to go,
but you said that you had to.
Have all those adventures given you the same
nightmares I have at night, or worse?
You scream things in your sleep I can’t fathom,
broken sentences of fear or rage,
something I can’t make out
beneath the blankets and pillow cases —
once our love made me feel free and warm and I welcomed
the breeze pouring through the window;
now I shut the windows in case
anyone hears you
feeling caged to a man who isn’t the man I once
married all those years ago.
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LILLIAN
Amelia Jane Nierenberg
For Lillian’s twenty-seventh birthday, he took her to a jazz concert. She had been humming
along to their new radio, a welcome-to-the-building present from the young couple down the
hall, and he surprised her with two tickets to Thelonious Monk.
The night of the performance, she wore long satin gloves that ran up past her elbows
and bright red lipstick. When she emerged from their bedroom after getting ready, he just
stood and looked at her, his tie a little crooked, his cane leaning against the back of the chair.
He hurt his leg in Italy during the war, and had just recently started walking without crutches.
“You’ve never looked more beautiful,” he said. And she blushed rose with pleasure
and surprise at the man who slept next to her every night.
Afterwards, he unzipped the back of her dress slowly, letting his cool fingers drag
down her warm skin. When she reached to peel off the gloves, he stopped her, tentatively
letting his eyes drift down her collarbones. “Leave the gloves on tonight.” He took his time,
the sounds of the radio drifting through sheets and satin and soft, throaty laughter.
When she woke, her breasts ached. Two days later, she threw up after breakfast. A week
later, no drops of blood stained her underpants. She didn’t dare to hope, didn’t dare to wish.
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But in another week, exactly a week after she should have started bleeding, she made him
pork chops and mashed potatoes, and put on the good tablecloth. As she refilled his wine
glass, she blushed. “Haven’t you noticed that I’m not drinking tonight?”
“Mmm hmm,” he said, pushing more meat into his mouth.
She cleared her throat. “In fact, I won’t be having wine for a while.”
“No?” he said, his mouth full.
“About nine months, actually.”
His fork stopped midway to his mouth, potatoes dropping onto his pants. She’d have
to wash those later, but right now, she didn’t care.
“You mean to say… are you… we’re…” His words tripped out of his mouth, fumbling
over each other.
“Yes.”
“Oh my,” he said simply, before he hugged her, tears in his eyes. “Here, sit down.” 		
She could feel the nervousness, the tenderness emanating from his trembling fingers.
“Really, I’m fine,” she said, laughing.
But he insisted on pampering her, clearing the table, wrapping her up in a blanket with
a glass of tea, and running out to get ice cream, his crutch tapping the sidewalk nervously.
That night, he kissed and held her close, stroking her hair long after she fell asleep.
For a month, it was perfect. His love opened up to her. Her brought her flowers ‘just
because’ and took them out to movies on payday. The silent man who stood beside her at the
altar in his shining blue uniform was suddenly a warm, talkative lover. He started
humming as he read the newspaper in the mornings and he absentmindedly smiled at her
while she cooked, black coffee cooling in the mug between his palms. They would name the
child for Thelonious Monk: Theodore for a boy, just Theo for a girl.
“Lillian, wake up, Lillian!”
She was drowning, thrashing for air; small curled fists were pushing her deep into the
bathtub.
“Lillian!”
She woke from her dream, breathing heavily, her forehead damp.
“Lillian, are you all right?”
But she was not all right, not all right because when she stood up to go to the bathroom, a stabbing pain pierced her belly button. Not all right because she left a dark pool of
blood behind her on the bed. Not all right because she’d lost Theo.
He scooped her in his arms and carried her like that to a taxi, holding her as the
doctors came with the inescapable truth. He held her hand as she stared at the ceiling, the
tears screaming through her stomach, splitting apart her ribs, trying to break through to the
surface as she fought to lay still. But she would not cry, would not let the tears fall, would
not allow her body to leak any more. She spent the night in that pale bed, her breaths filling
her lungs with a monotony she could not avoid.
When he brought her home the next day, there was no trace of the blood. He had
scrubbed the bathroom until it shone, changed the mattress pad and purchased a new set of
sheets. She knew his knee ached from the scrubbing; she could see him limping almost as
badly as he did right after the war, but she said nothing, imagining the deep, scarlet throbbing
pain that pushed the blood through his wrists. He let her walk past the meal he had prepared,
lie down the bed and turn her face to the wall.
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“Lillian?” he asked when he finally came to bed.
She stared into the darkness, allowing it to wrap itself around her irises and bleed into
her throat. As he undressed quietly behind her, she let her eyelashes grow into a web,
knotting across her pupils, thickening and weaving together as he slid in slowly beside her.
The matted mass curled up into her eyebrows, growing across her face, her hair fanning out
to cocoon around the bridge of her nose, riding the length of her small, pointed chin. The
web grew until it tickled the edges of her nostrils, scratching the bottoms of her teeth. She let
it sprawl across her skin, a dark mask filling her mouth. And when she couldn’t take it anymore, she coughed delicately and the web disintegrated.
The next morning, she used his toothbrush. It was an accident at first, a simple
misunderstanding. Once she realised, she pulled it from her mouth, embarrassed. She had
once used his toothbrush before, and he had grimaced ever so slightly. She dropped it like it
was searing hot, her cheeks reddening with shame. They never mentioned it again. But now,
she was holding his toothbrush, this accidental toothbrush, and she smirked as she let the
bristles kiss her gums. She hoped he’d notice it was a little damper than usual, that the
faintest halo of lipstick had wormed its way around the neck. She hoped he’d grimace and
frown and be a little irritable.
She followed him into the bathroom that night, sitting on the closed toilet seat with
her knees drawn up to her chest, waiting for him to notice her small misdemeanor. He looked
at her, bemused while the foam (of madness, she thought) formed around his mouth. But he
said nothing if he noticed, dropping a kiss quietly on her head.
“See you in bed,” he said.
She sat on the toilet seat for a long time, staring at the steam slowly dripping down
the mirror. She waited until his breaths had deepened into quiet rumblings, a sound that once
kept her awake in their first weeks of marriage. She fell asleep like that, her head resting on
her knees, her fingers locked together around her shins.
She stayed in bed all day the next day.
And the next day.
And then, at breakfast, he reached his hand to her, letting it rest on the table beside her.
It seemed to say, “I’ll wait here until you reach for me again.”
That night, she switched his shoes that were still perfectly lined up on his side of the bed
from his years as a soldier. She moved them, creeping ever so quietly out of the covers,
letting the right take the place of the left. They faced out unnaturally now, the toes looking
away from one another. She slept like that next to him – her feet almost touching his, their
bodies curving away from each other.
“We’re going to the doctor today, Lillian,” he reminded her that morning, his feet
crammed into the wrong shoes. “Why don’t you shower, put on some nice clothes.” He
reached into his pocket. “And maybe put this on?” He handed her a tube of bright red lipstick. She took it and went into the bathroom.
“Lillian, everything will be okay. You’ll see,” he said through the door.
She came out of the bathroom, her hair dripping wet. She did not put the lipstick on,
ignoring his hurt eyes as they sat beside each other on the subway. Once or twice, she felt
him look at her, open his mouth, and knew he must have thought better than to say something. She stared straight ahead. And as they exited the train, she let the little silver lipstick
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tube slip through the gap. It bounced open as it hit the metal tracks, the red a bright smear
across the third rail.
She gazed at the red, feeling the electricity crackle. It peeled the skin upwards from
her gums, the skin curling outwards over her lips. She could feel the nerve endings exposed
to the cold, feeling the petals of a black dahlia folding out from her teeth. She let her wet, red
tongue flick the corners of her mouth, heat scorching back to her molars and running up the
nerve endings in her jaw.
“Lillian, come on.”
She felt his hand at her elbow, pulling her from the subway tracks, navigating her way
through the crowd. She ran the pad of her thumb over her lips, now as smooth and as intact
as they had ever been. She kept her thumb on her mouth as her doctor examined her, pushing
gently on her stomach and asking her to rate her pain, one to ten.
Lillian felt nothing.
“Tell the doctor if it hurts, Lillian,” said her husband.
Lillian shook her head.
“No it doesn’t hurt, or no, you won’t tell him?”
Lillian looked at the doctor.
The doctor sighed. “Look, she’s had a shock. Give her a couple of days. It will all turn
out okay.”
Lillian said nothing.
The doctor pressed his fingertips together. “There’s nothing medically wrong with you,
Lillian. Sometimes a pregnancy just isn’t meant to be.”
Bees, thought Lillian. He’s allergic to bees.
The doctor took a deep breath and continued his speech. “God has his ways of
selecting for that – who should live and who should die.”
God, thought Lillian, and began to suck her thumb.
“It’s only the first time this has happened. There’s no reason that you won’t be able to
get pregnant again and have fine, healthy babies.”
Babies, thought Lillian, and let her thumb be knocked out of her mouth by her
husband.
“Just go about your normal life, Lillian. Take it easy, and you should be just fine.”
Easy, thought Lillian. My mother warned me about that.
“And whenever you feel ready to try again, I feel very confident that you’ll have a
lovely family.”
He didn’t sit at the counter watching her cook, his hands curling sleepily around the mug
the way he did before. She heard the low hum of the radio from the other room. She looked
at the burning chicken, and decided to leave it for as long as she could stand on one foot,
her ankle wavering and twisting with the effort. When she lost her balance, she stood on the
other leg to take the chicken out of the oven, wobbling over the hot metal plates.
She sank too low and the door of oven just touched her nose, scorching the skin. She
hissed, feeling the pain bubbling up from her sinuses, the mucus spilling out through her
cartilage. Great, purple pustules formed immediately, swelling like figs and then dropping
from the tip. Tiny skin cells screamed with the descent, bursting apart on the smooth
linoleum floor. Flickering pain crashed out through her skull, sending puffs of searing red
powder out through her nostrils. The fruit kept dropping, now splashing open to reveal green
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worms shaking across the floor. She could feel the worms turning toward her, reaching for
her as the purple balls kept swelling.
“It smells delicious, Lillian,” he called from the other room.
“Almost ready,” she called back. “I think I might have burned it a little.” She turned to
look in the mirror, her nose as straight and colourless as it has always been.
He stopped, pausing in surprise at the first words she had spoken since he had scooped
her up and carried her to the ward, dark red blood blossoming from between her legs.
“I’ll be right there,” he said.
She could hear the excitement in his voice, the surprise and warmth daring to fill his
vowels with air.
He ate every bite of the blackened chicken, filling his body with the charred carcass.
He told her how much his knee has been hurting him. The scar, he never mentioned the scar
except when he forgot himself. He never told her the story of the mangled cartilage and
burned flesh that puckered his skin with mystery. “It hasn’t been this bad in years,” he said.
“I really don’t know what’s wrong with it today.” But he silenced himself quickly, the pain
radiating out like a sonar under their simple wooden table.
She felt the chicken bones bumping down her throat, saying nothing. Isn’t it funny, she
thought, that chickens don’t have hollow bones like other birds? A chicken can never fly. She
gasped as a collar of joints thrust through her neck, cracking through the hinges of her jaws,
sprouting through lymph nodes and sending blood shooting across the table, staining his
white shirt. Her molars grew into beaks, pecking her writhing, lolling tongue. The wishbone
ripped open her trachea, dragging her collarbones inward.
“Lillian, could you grab me a beer?”
She licked her lips, smiling.
When he left the next morning, she stretched a sheet over her head and the long, satin gloves
up her arms. She opened their window, pulling down a hornet’s nest she had seen leaning
against the eaves. She fixed it to the ceiling above his side of the bed with spit and spilled
sugar water onto his pillow. The quiet hum of the bees accompanied her as she tidied their
home, their black eyes following her around the room.
“If you sting me, you die,” hissed Lillian to the hornets. “Your insides will rip out with
the stinger, and me?” She laughed. “I’ll just have a spot while you will have to fly away,
leaving your lifeblood behind you.”
He came home that night to a white, silk nightgown and crimson lipstick.
“I’m ready to try again,” she said, smiling.
He dropped his briefcase by the door and followed her up the stairs, his leg bumping
behind them. He undressed her slowly, letting the fabric drag up her body, sending shivers
fanning out across her temples. Urgently, he lay her down on the bed, one hand cupped
behind her head. She rolled over, rising above him, raising her hands over her head, and
pinning him down with her knees. They started, the rhythm rising from her womb, knocking
the headboard against the wall. Lost in her, he did not hear the buzzing around his head, the
buzzing flying through his body.
And so, she opened her mouth wide, letting her warriors sink into her esophagus,
trusting her weight to hold him steady as he screamed, feeling him swell inside of her as the
poison entered his system. His tongue lolled in his mouth, his eyes bugging purple as the
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allergy took over. Burning her from the inside, the bees reached into her ovaries and her
stomach became a hive full of death and fight. This battle, she would win, win by losing, win
by shattering around him, riding the pain and the loss and the stench in her last battle song,
crying oh Theo, oh Theodore, oh my Theo.
The queen bee wailed a song of death and anguish and longing.
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